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PzuSON LEGAL NEWS, INC.,

Plaintiff,

vs.

GENE M. JOHNSON, JOHN M. JABE,
W.D. JENNINGS, BENJAMIN WRIGHT'
JOHN DOE 1-5, SUSAN WHEELER'
TONI COIK, SAMUEL PRUETT, and R'W'
JAMISON,

Defendants.

INTRODUCTION

L Th.is is a civil action brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1983 to vindicate the Plaintiff s

rig;hts under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution'

pllintiff seeks declaratory and injunctive relief to order Defendants to cease their

unconstitutional conduct as outlined below. Plaintiff also seeks nominal, compensatory

and punitive damages, and an award of reasonable attomey's fees and costs'

Z. Drlfendants have engaged in censorship of the publication "Prison Legal News" ("PLN")

el'en though the publication contains non-sexual and non-violent articles and

ailvertisements that do not implicate legitimate security concerns. Additionally,

Defendants' censorship policy and practices do not provide for timely and adequate

ngtice and a meaningful opportunity for the publisher to provide comments before a final

decision to ban an issue of PLN from entry into the Virginia prison system. These
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policies and practices deprive Plaintiff and its subscribers of their First and Fourteenth

Amendment rights and serve no neutral, legitimate penological purpose.

Defendants also currently prohibit prisoners from receiving gift books and gift

subscriptions to magazines from Plaintiff and other publishers, requiring instead that

payment for these items comes from prisoners' prison accounts and that orders be placed

through prison staff. Under Defendants'policies and practices, prisoners, many of whom

are indigent, may not receive purchases on their behalf by family members, friends, or

charitable organizations. This policy and practice deprives Plaintiff, as well as its

subscribers, of its First Amendment rights and serves no neutral, legitimate penological

purpose.

Defendants have also prohibited receipt by prisoners of PLN information packets, which

contain information about subscriptions, renewals and other publications and books that

may be of interest to its subscribers and other prisoners. This policy and practice deprives

Plaintiff of its First Amendment rights and serves no neutral, legitimate, penological

purpose.

JURISDICTION

5. This action arises under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitut ion and 42 U.S.C. S 1983. This Court has jurisdict ion over this action under 28

U.S.C.  $$1331 and 13a3(a)(3)  and (a)(a)  and 28 U.S.C.  $$2201 and2202.

VENUE

6. Venue properly lies in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $$ 1391(bX2) because of the

more than 35 prison institutions in Virginia, Plaintiff has narrowed and directed the focus
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of a number of its specific factual claims to two institutions as representative of their

grievances; both prison institutions are located in the Charlottesville Division of the

Western District of Vireinia.

PARTIES

Plainrriff Prison Legal News ("PLN") is a project of the Human Rights Defense Center

("HRDC"), a Washington State 501(cX3) non-profit corporation. Plaintiff is

headquartered in the State of Washington, located at2400 NW 80'h Street, PMB #148,

SeattJle, Washington 98117. PLN publishes a monthly joumal entitled "Prison Legal

News;" which reports on criminaljustice news and issues. PLN also publishes, sells and

dis t r ibutesbooksonavar ie tyofcr iminal just ice,humanr ightsandsel f -he lp issues.  PLN

also operates a website (www.prisonlegalnews.org) containing an extensive database of

case .law, verdicts, settlements, commentary , and other material related to these topics.

Deferrdant Gene M. Johnson is the Director of the Virginia Department of Corrections

("VDIOC"). He is responsible for the implementation and enforcement of all VDOC

policies and procedures. At all times relevant to this Complaint, he was acting under

colorof state law. He is sued in his individual and official capacities.

Defendant John M. Jabe is the Deputy Director, Division of Operations of the Virginia

Department of Corrections and has been so at all times relevant to this complaint.

Appeals from the decisions of the Publication Review Committee disapproving

publications are taken to his office. At all times relevant to this Complaint, he was acting

under color of state law. He is sued in his individual and official capacities.

Defendant W.D. Jennings has been, at times relevant to this Complaint, Chairman of the
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Publ:ications Review Committee ("PRC"), which committee is responsible for making

final decisions to disapprove publications sent to prisoners within the Virginia

Deparrtment of Corrections. He has also been, at times relevant to this Complaint, the

person within the Office of the Deputy Director of Operations to hear appeals from the

final decisions of the Publication Review Committee. At all times relevant to this

Complaint he was acting under color of state law. He is sued in his individual and official

capacities.

I l. Deferrdant Benjamin A. Wright has been, at times relevant to this Complaint, Chairman

of the Publication Review Committee, which as noted above, is responsible for making

final decisions to disapprove publications sent to prisoners within the Virginia

Department of Corrections. At all times relevant to this Complaint, he was acting under

color of state law. He is sued in his individual and official capacities.

12' Defendants John Doe 1 though 5 have been, at times relevant to this Complaint, members

of the Publication Review Commiftee. Each of them is a voting member of the

Comrnittee for the purpose of approving or disapproving publications sent to prisoners at

VDOII facilities. At all times relevant to this Complaint, they were acting under color of

state law. Each is sued in his individual and official capacities.

l3' Defendant Susan Wheeler has been, at times relevant to this Complaint, the Warden at

Fluvanna Correctional Center. As such she is charged with the responsibility to make

initial decisions to disapprove publications sent to prisoners at that facility. At all times

relevant to this Complaint, she was acting under color of state law. She is sued in her

individual and offrcial capacities.



l 4 Defen.dant Toni Cox is the Operations Officer at Fluvanna Correctional Center. At times

relevant to this Complaint, she has been delegated the authority to make initial decisions

to disapprove publications sent to prisoners at that facility and has exercised authority to

deny prisoners possession of publications to which they have subscribed. At all times

relevamt to this Complaint, she was acting under color of state law. She is sued in her

individual and official capacities.

DeferLdant Samuel Pruett has been, at all times relevant to this Complaint, the Warden at

Coffeewood Correctional Center. As such he is charged with the responsibility to make

initial decisions to disapprove publications sent to prisoners at that facility. At all times

relevamt to this Complaint, he was acting under color of state law. He is sued in his

individual and offi cial caoacities.

DefenLdant R.W. Jamison is the Operations Officer at Coffeewood Correctional Center.

At tinies relevant to this Complaint, he has been delegated the authority to make initial

decisions to disapprove publications sent to prisoners at that facility. At all times relevant

to thir; Complaint, he was acting under color of state law. He is sued in his individual and

official capacities.

FACTS

PLN is a legal journal that reports on news and litigation concerning detention facilities.

PLN has published monthly since 1990 and has approximately 7,000 subscribers in all 50

states and abroad. PLN's subscribers include lawyers, journalists, judges, courts, public

librari.es, universities and prisoners. The estimated actual readership is 70,000 per month.

PLN also maintains a website that receives more than 100.000 visitors a month.
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19. Pllri currently has, and at all times relevant to this Complaint' has had' numerous paid

subscribers who are prisoners inthe custody of the vDoc' including subscribers at

Flu.rannaCorrectionalCenterandCoffeewoodCorrectionalCenter.

20. PLI'{ engages in protected speech on matters of public concern'

21 . Del,endant Johnson has promulgated and all of the Defendants have implemented vDoc

op. : ra t ingProcedureS03.2, . . IncomingPubl icat ions ' ' ( . .oP803.2 ' ' ) '

22, Pursuant to OP 803.2, all prisoners must secure permission from the VDOC Facility Unit

head or his or her designee prior to ordering, subscribing to or otherwise receiving a

publication.

23. ot, 803.2 also contains a list of criteria for disapproving receipt of a publication' Some of

the criteria are specific, such as the criteria for disapproving publications with sexual

content, while other criteria are vague such as "Material whose content could be

detrimental to the security, good order, discipline of the facility, or offender rehabilitative

ef[ortsorthesafetyorhealthofoffenders,staff,orothers. ' '

24. Prisoners may only receive publications from a "legitimate source" and publications must

beprepaidf romthepr isoner ,spr isonaccount . . .Gi f t ' ' subscr ip t ionsareprohib i ted.For

e>lample, Christine Acker, a prisoner incarcerated at Fluvanna Correction Center' was

a i l v i sedbyDe fendan tCox tha tshecou ldno longer rece i vePLNbecause i twaspa id fo r

b.y a third party, even though she had been receiving PLN as a result of that third parry

piayment. Ms. Acker was able to secure a short subscription from the limited funds

a.vailable to her in her prison account, even though her friend had already paid for a two

year subscriPtion for her'
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Each permitted publication received at a VDOC facility is reviewed prior to distribution

to the prisoner.

The Warden at each facility or his or her designee may disapprove a publication.

No ngtice is provided to the publisher that disapproval is being considered and therefore,

Plaintiff has no opportunity to oppose the proposed ban.

If disapproved by the facility, the prisoner to whom the publication is addressed receives

notice of disapproval. No notice is provided to the publisher.

For example, Thomas Littek, who is a subscriber to PLN and incarcerated at Coffeewood

Conr:ctional Center. received notice from Defendant Jamison that he had disapproved

possession of the April and May 2009 issues of PLN pending review by the PRC. The

notice to Littek simply identified OP 803.2, Section L l2, "Material whose content could

be detrimental to the security, good order, discipline of the facility, or offender

rehabilitative efforts or the safety or health of offenders. staff, or others." However,

neithLer Mr. Linek, nor other prisoners, receive any information as to the content of the

articte(s) and/or advertisement(s) that prompted the decision to disapprove the publication

or arr explanation of how the article(s) and/or advertisement(s) at issue meet the criteria

idenrlified.

Unless waived by the prisoner to whom it is addressed, the disapproved publication is

submitted to the Publication Review Committee ("PRC") for final decision.

Whe,n a publication is disapproved at the facility level, the warden is required to make a

record of hislher reasons for disapproving the publication, which record is forwarded to

the I'RC. At no time is the publisher provided with this record.



-) /.. The PRC need only meet quarterly to review publications submitted to it from the various

facilities within the VDOC. No limit is placed on the Committee as to the time within

which it must consider a particular publication or make a decision with respect to that

publication.

If the PRC makes a final decision to disapprove a publication, only then is the publisher

notified. Such notifications include only the page(s) disapproved without specifuing the

article(s) and/or advertisement(s) which prompted the disapproval. In some instances,

Plaintiff has received notice that the content of the entire publication is disapproved,

Thus, for example, the notice received by PLN with respect to disapproval of the March

2009 issue states that the entire publication violates criteria #12 in that it "could be

detrimental to the securify and sood order of the institution and the rehabilitation of

offenclers." No other information is provided.

The notice merely identifies by number the criteria upon which the disapproval is based,

typically, as noted above, "Materials whose content could be detrimental to the security,

good,rrder, discipline of the facility, or offender rehabilitative efforts or the safety or

health of offenders, staff, or others." No information is given as to how the disapproved

material meets the criteria identified by the Committee.

The only time Plaintiff PLN received specific information as to why a particular

publication was disapproved came in response to an appeal to Def'endant Jabe in which he

uphe|l a PRC decision because the material in question "presents information geared

towar,J a negative perception of law enforcement that could be deemed detrimental to the

security of the facility or offender rehabilitation efforts."
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3 6 . Notices to publishers are often delayed and therefore a publisher, such as PLN, may only

receive notice months after the publication was disapproved at the facility level and, in

some instances, months after a final disapproval decision was made by the PRC. For

example, the May 2009 issue was disapproved by the PRC on Apri|24,2009, yet notice

was rLot received by PLN until August 19,2009.

In some instances, Plaintiff has received no notice of decisions by the PRC to disapprove

one of its publications.

OP 8113.2 provides that a publisher may appeal the decision of the PRC to the Deputy

Director for Operations. All of the appeals filed by Plaintiff have been denied.

Since 2007, approximately fourteen issues of PLN have been disapproved by the PRC.

The c,ensorship decisions are statewide and serve to ban PLN from all VDOC facilities.

Sincer 2007, even more issues were disapproved by facilities within VDOC.

From time to time, Plaintiff sends information packets to its subscribers and other

priso.ners, which include instructions on how to subscribe and describing books and other

printed materials that are available for sale. Defendants have banned such information

from distribution asserting that prisoners must seek pre-approval of all such material.

CAUSES OF ACTION

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Lack of Timely and Adequate Notification to Publisher)

Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-41 herein.

NeithLer the publisher nor the subscribing prisoner is given notice that a facility head or

his or her designee is considering disapproval of a publication.

3 7 .
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4 A' tT The s'ubscribing prisoner is given notice that the facility has disapproved the publication.

|-l6qrev0r, a prisoner has no right to provide any information to the PRC, is not informed

as to lhe article(s) and/or advertisement(s) at issue, and does not have a copy of the

censored publication. Thus, only the publisher could make a meaningful challenge to a

decision to censor a publication.

However, no notification is provided to the publisher that its publication has been

disap'proved until after a final decision has been made by the PRC. Thus PLN is

prevented from providing information or otherwise contesting a disapproval decision

befor,: the PRC. The publication is effectively banned without input until a decision is

made by the PRC. This is a binding, statewide decision that results in the publication

being banned in all VDOC facilities.

As noted, no notice was received by Plaintiff as to some of the decisions of the PRC to

disapprove apublication and when Plaintiff does receives notices, it is often months after

the final decision has been made.

Moreover, if the PRC upholds the disapproval decision of the facility, the Notice sent to

publishers does not speciff the article(s) and/or advertisement(s) upon which the

disapproval decision was made nor does the notice state how the article(s) and/or

advertisement(s) violate the identified criteria.

Thus., Plaintiff PLN is prevented from being able to meaningfully refute or otherwise

rebut any decision of the PRC in its appeal to the Deputy Director for Operations.

The failure to provide timely notification and adequate reasons for disapproval decisions,

without adequate penological justification, violates Plaintiff s First Amendment and due

15 .
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process rights.

50. As a Cirect and proximate result of the conduct of Defendants, Piaintiff has suffered

financial injury.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Lack of Timely Decision)

51. Plaintiffrealleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-50 herein.

52. OP 8t13.2 does not set any limit on when a review of a facility censorship decision must

be considered and completed by the PRC.

53. In adrJit ion, the delay in providing notice to the publisher of the decisions of the PRC

further delays the ability of the Plaintiff to take the limited appeal available to it and

effect.ively bans the publication even longer.

54. The failure of Defendants to expeditiously consider and resolve the proposed ban of a

publication, especially without notice to the publisher and without adequate penological

justification, violates Plaintiff s First Amendment and due process rights,

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Arbitrary and Capricious Decisions)

55. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-54 herein,

56. Since 2007, Defendants have disapproved numerous issues of PLN. On information and

beliel" some of these issues were censored based on advertisements, such as an

advertisement allowing a prisoner to purchase items by the use of postage stamps for

curTerncy.

57 . Similar advertisements have been included in every issue of PLN since approximately

1995 and Defendants have not censored all of the issues that contain such advertisements.

1 t



5 8 . Defendants have also disapproved issues of PLN based on the assertion that some of the

articl,:s put law enforcement in a negative light and that these articles therefore "could be

detrirnental to the security and good order of the institution and the rehabilitation of

offenders."

Most of these articles are summaries of reported court decisions or of the public record of

the court proceedings taken from court records or mainstream newspapers. However,

while censoring PLN, Defendants have not banned the public source materials for those

articles.

More,over, Defendants have not provided a rationale for concluding that truthful reporling

of court proceedings and decisions "could be detrimental to the security and good order of

the irrstitution and the rehabilitation of offenders," thus preventing Plaintiff from

respc,nding to such claims.

The rrague criteria described above has led to arbitrary and capricious decisions at the

facility level as well as the at PRC, particularly since the practice of the PRC has not

provided adequate guidance on the meaning of that criteria.

The arbitrary and capricious conduct of Defendants as described above, without adequate

penological justification, violates Plaintiff s First Amendment and due process rights.

As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff has

suffered fi nancial ini urv.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Censorship of Constitutionally Protected Speech)

Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-63 herein.
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65. Defendants have disapproved publications that contain constitutionally protected speech.

For e:xample, issues have been disapproved based on articles about court proceedings

merely because the proceeding or decision puts law enforcement in a negative light.

Thus. issues of PLN that contain articles based upon court decisions related to law

enfor,cement officials engaging in illegal and unconstitutional acts will likely result in that

issue being banned from receipt by any prisoner confined in facilities under the direction

and control of Defendants.

66. Other issues have been disapproved because of an article that describes the conditions of

prisorrs and the daily drudgery and cruelties of prison life.

67. The a.foresaid conduct by Defendants, without adequate penologicaljustification, violates

Plaintiff s First Amendment rishts.

68. As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff has

suffer:ed financial iniurv.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Refusal to Allow Gift Subscriptions)

69. Plaintiffrealleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-68 herein.

70. OP 8t13.2 and the practice of Defendants prohibits prisoners in facilities under their

direction and control from receiving gift subscriptions and gift books.

71. The prolicy and practice of Defendants in refusing to allow gift subscriptions and gift

books, without adequate penological justification, violates Plaintiff s First Amendment

rightsr.

72. As a rlirect and proximate result of the conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff has suffered

I J
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financial injury

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Refusal to allow information packets)

Plainl.iff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l-72 herein.

Prohibiting the receipt by Plaintiff s subscribers and others of information on how to

subscribe to the magazine and about books and other publications for sale by Plaintiff,

without adequate penological justification, violates Plaintiff s First Amendment rights.

As a ,Jirect and proximate result of the conduct of Defendants, as described above,

Plaintiff has suffered financial injury.

WHITREFORE, Plaintiff requests the following relief:

Declaratory judgment that the failure to provide adequate and timely notice of decisions

to disapprove a publication and to provide Plaintiff a timely and adequate opportunity to

be heard violates Plaintiff s First Amendment and due process rights;

Prelirninary and permanent injunction requiring that facilities under the control and

direction of Defendants provide notice to the Plaintiff of any proposed decision to

disapprove a PLN publication prior to a decision and that the notice indicate what specific

article(s) and./or advertisement(s) are at issue and if a book, what pages, and an

explenation of how the article(s) and/or advertisement(s) or pages in question may violate

the criteria listed in OP 803.2;

Preli:minary and permanent injunction requiring that facilities under the control and

direction of Defendants provide notice to the Plaintiff of any facility decision to

7 5 .
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clisapprove aPLN publication, that the notice indicate what specific article(s) and/or

eLdvertisemenr:(s) are disapproved and if a book, what pages, and an explanation of how the

article(s) andror advertisement(s) or pages in question violate the criteria listed in OP 803.2;

d. Prelinrinary and permanent Injunction directing that the Publications Review Committee

consicler any and all information submitted to it by Plaintiff prior to deciding whether to

upholl a facility decision to disapprove or ban a PLN publication;

o. Prelinrinary and permanent injunction directing that the PRC determine whether to

uphold a ban imposed by a facility under the control of Defendants within 10 business

days c,f receiving a publication that has been disapproved at the lacility level;

1. Prelinrinary and permanent injunction requiring that the PRC provide notice to the

Plaintiff of any decision to uphold a facility decision to disapprove a publication within 7

days of that decision and to provide notice as to the specific article(s) and/or

advertisement(s) at issue and if a book, what pages, and an explanation of how the

article(s) and,'or advertisement(s) or pages in question violate the criteria listed in OP 803.2;

g. Declaratory judgment that an article that presents a negative perception of law

enforcement without more cannot be the basis of a censorship decision either by a faciliry

under the direction and control of Defendants or the Publication Review Committee.

h. Declaratory judgment that the policy that prohibits prisoners in facilities under the

direction and control of Defendants from receiving gift subscriptions and gift books

violat,es the First Amendment;

i. Prelinrinary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants from enforcing the policy

prohibiting gift subscriptions to PLN and the purchase of gift books by third parties;

t5
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Decliuatory judgment that the policy that prohibits prisoners from receiving information

packets (or comparable information) in facilities under the direction and control of

Defe:ndants violates the First Amendment;

Prelirninary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants from enforcing its policy

prohibiting prisoners from receiving information packets (or comparable information)

from PLN;

Awalding Plaintiff nominal, compensatory and punitive damages;

Awalding attorney's fees and costs to Plaintiff;

Awarding such other and further relief as the court may deem just and proper.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

Respectfu lly submitted,

PzuSON LEGAL NEWS, INC.

By Counsel
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n.

Charlottesville, VA 22902
'434-984-0300 (Tel)
Enrail : i eff. fc'eel@smai l. com

Steven D. Rosenfield, VSB #16539
.Attomey at Law
?11 E. Jefferson Street

Jef${y E. Fogel, 'VSB #75643

913 E. Jefferrson Street
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Charlottesville, VA 22902
434-984-0300 (Tel)
Ilmail : aftyrosen@aol.com

Daniel E. Manville
(ieneral Counsel for the Human Rights Defense Center
P.O. Box 20321
llerndale, Ml48220
'.248-890-4720 (Tel)
l lnrai l  :  daniel.manvil le@gmail.com
,A.pplication t,o proceedpro hac vice to be filed

,A,ttomeys for Plaintiff
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